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Time scales for binary processes from light heavy-ion reactions
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Binary decay excitation functions have been measured for the16O110B system at 22 MeV,Ec.m.

,24.5 MeV (dEc.m.;20 keV) and 17 MeV,Ec.m.,25 MeV (dEc.m.;190 keV) and for the19F112C sys-
tem at 22 MeV,Ec.m.,24.5 MeV (dEc.m.;20 keV). The binary fragments were identified by the kinematic
coincidence technique. The excitation functions for these systems show strong fluctuations and average decay
widths were obtained through the analysis of energy correlation functions. The small widths observed for the
16O110B ~about 20 keV! and 19F112C ~about 40 keV! systems show a constant behavior with the fragments’
excitation energy and scattering angle. These widths correspond to an intermediate system time scale of about
2310220 s, which is larger than its revolution time. These features suggest the presence of the fusion-fission
mechanism, where the compound nucleus takes a long time to acquire a relaxed shape and thermal equilibrium.
For the 16O110B system, larger widths~about 350 keV! were also observed, which are related to a faster
process. These widths show a clear dependence with the scattering angle in the elastic scattering channel.
These aspects are expected for a process where the time scale is comparable to the intermediate system
revolution time, like an orbiting mechanism. Theoretical predictions for fusion-fission and orbiting mecha-
nisms were compared to the experimental results and a good agreement was observed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.66.014607 PACS number~s!: 24.60.2k, 25.70.Gh, 25.70.Jj
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, a large number of experimental e
dences for binary decay of light nuclear systems have b
collected @1–8#. These evidences were first noticed in t
elastic scattering angular distribution ofa-particle-like sys-
tems that show a strange behavior at very large scatte
angles@anomalous large angle scattering~ALAS!# @9# and it
was first explained as an elastic transfer between target
projectile @10#. On the other hand, these phenomena w
also observed for very high mass asymmetric systems, w
suggests another reaction mechanism besides the e
transfer. The ALAS phenomenon could be explained by
presence of the ‘‘orbiting’’ mechanism that consists of t
formation and decay into the elastic channel of a dinucl
complex system@11,12#. This mechanism is similar to th
deep inelastic collision~DIC! for heavier systems and highe
energies. One of the orbiting mechanism characteristic
the isotropic angular distribution,ds/duc.m.. This fact sug-
gests that the dinuclear system is bound for a time com
rable or larger than its rotation time, which allows the p
ticipant nuclei to exchange part of their mass. Because of
high angular momentum, the binary emission in this mec
nism is enhanced when compared to light particle emiss
On the other hand, this time scale is not sufficient for
complete equilibration and the decay yields are strongly
pendent on the entrance channel@1,2,13–16#. These charac-
teristics were also observed for systems without
a-particle-like structure, such as16,17,18O110,11B, 19F
19Be, 35Cl112C, and 31P116O @3,4,17,18#. But, in this
0556-2813/2002/66~1!/014607~12!/$20.00 66 0146
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case, the binary emission of the intermediate system does
depend on the way the intermediate system is formed, wh
suggests the formation of an equilibrated intermediate s
tem, such as a compound nucleus, the experimental re
being well explained within a fusion-fission context@3#. The
main characteristics of the mechanisms above suggest d
ent time evolutions and time scale measurements could
suitable way to study the dynamics of these mechanisms

There are many techniques to investigate reaction t
scales. In this work we concentrate on the cross section
tistical fluctuations. When an intermediate system is form
at high excitation energy, the average level widths are lar
than the separation between them. In this situation it is
possible to separate these levels and the cross sectio
strongly dominated by resonances, which can interfere w
each other. This interference is random, and gives rise
fluctuations in the cross section. The average fluctua
widths are related to the average level width (G) of the in-
termediate system, which is related to the mean lifetimet)
through the uncertainty principle. These fluctuations w
theoretically explained for the first time by Ericso
@19,20# in the framework of a compound nucleus formatio
In the last years these fluctuations have been also observ
DIC @21–25#. Recently, the partially overlapping molecula
level model~POMLM! @25–27# has been developed to tak
into account the main characteristics of the fluctuations
served in DIC.

In this work we investigate the cross section fluctuatio
for binary decay channels of the16O110B and 19F112C sys-
tems. These fluctuations were analyzed in terms of the
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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tistical theory and the results were compared to model p
dictions for compound nuclei and dinuclear system
formation. This paper is organized as follows. The expe
mental setup and data reduction is briefly described in S
II. The results, discussions, and model predictions are
sented in Sec. III. The conclusions are presented in Sec

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA REDUCTION

The experiments have been performed for the16O110B
and 19F112C systems~see Table I for details about the me
sured energy range! at the University of Sa˜o Paulo Pelletron
Laboratory. The16O and 19F beams were extracted using
SNICS~Source of Negative Ions by Celsium Sputtering! ion
source. The targets consisted of self-supporting10B and 12C
foils of areal densities between 8 and 20mg/cm2 for the case
of small energy step measurements (dElab;60 keV) and
areal densities between 40 and 60mg/cm2 for the case of
large energy step measurements (dElab;500 keV). A small
quantity of gold (;1 –2 mg/cm2) was evaporated on the ta
get surface in order to allow normalization of the experime
tal cross sections. The main contaminants present in the
gets were found to be16O, 28Si, and 56Fe. The relative
thicknesses of these contaminants were obtained using
elastic scattering yield at very small angles and turned ou
be less than 1% of the total thickness of the target. The b
energy resolution, considering both the accelerator resolu
and energy straggling on the target, was about 50 keV for
thin targets and 150 keV for the thick ones~in the laboratory
frame!. The carbon buildup was checked using small an
elastic scattering excitation functions and the targets w
periodically changed to minimize this effect.

In order to vary the beam energy in small steps, a spe
target support was built where it is possible to apply h
voltage (2100 kV,V,100 kV), as seen in Fig. 1. With
this technique, the beam energy can be varied in small s
avoiding uncertainties related to the hysteresis cycle of
analyzing magnet.

The experimental setup consisted of fourDE-E tele-
scopes@28# composed by an ionization chamber, to meas
the energy loss, and a silicon detector, to measure the
sidual energy of the incident particle. It is possible to ident
the atomic number~Z! of the particles with a resolution o
dZ/Z;5% up to Z513. The telescopes were positione
from 10 to 40 deg with respect to the beam direction with
angular spacing of 10 deg. Each telescope has a solid a
coverage ofDV;8 msr. Moreover, two silicon position

TABLE I. Energy range measured in this work for the16O
110B and 19F112C systems.Elab andDElab are the energy range
and step in the laboratory frame andEc.m. andDEc.m. are the energy
range and step in the center-of-mass frame.

System Elab DElab Ec.m. DEc.m.

~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV!

16O110B 57,E,64 ;60 22,E,24 ;23
16O110B 44,E,65 ;500 17,E,25 ;190
19F112C 57,E,64 ;70 22,E,24 ;27
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sensitive detectors~PSD! were positioned at230 and260
deg to perform coincidence measurements with anyDE-E
detector. A photo of the experimental setup is shown in F
1. A typical DE-E spectrum is shown in Fig. 2~a!. Using
two-body kinematic calculations it is possible to identify th
particles from binary processes by selecting events with
constructed mass of the fragmentsA1 andA2 in such a way
that A11A25Atarget1Abeam. This selection removes an
systematic uncertainty due to contamination in the target
cause the reconstructed mass resolution is good enoug
discriminate between the reaction on the target and conta
nants. A typicalA1 versusA2 spectrum for the16O110B
system is shown in Fig. 2~b!.

One of the excitation energy spectra for binary events
shown in Fig. 3. The continuous line represents the exp
mental setup efficiency calculated from Monte Carlo simu
tions, where the experimental geometry, beam spot size,
gular and energy stragglings in the target are considered
obtain the experimental excitation function, the spectra w
sliced, in the region where the experimental efficiency
almost constant, in excitation energy intervals of 1 MeV
order to reduce the statistical error bars.

FIG. 1. Photos of the experimental setup.A represent the tele-
scopes,B represents eletrical shield used to protect the detec
from sparks,C is the target support,D being the PSD.
7-2
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In this work, the absolute cross section in the center-
mass frame was obtained by comparison of the yield of
process we are interested in and the yield of the elastic s
tering of the projectile by the thin layer of gold deposited
the target. In this case, the cross section for a given pro
can be written as

d2s

dVdE*
5

Y

YAu

NAu

N

jac

jacAu
S ds

dV D
Au

1

f e f f
, ~1!

FIG. 2. ~a! Typical DE-E spectrum for the16O110B system.~b!
Reconstructed mass spectrum for the16O110B system. It is pos-
sible to notice a good separation between the various contamin
in the target.

FIG. 3. Typical excitation energy spectrum for binary even
The continuous line represents the experimental setup efficie
calculated from Monte Carlo simulations.
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where Y/YAu is the relative yield between the process f
which we would like to obtain the cross section and the
elastic scattering of the projectile by gold nuclei;jac and
jacAu are the laboratory to center-of-mass frame solid an
transformation for both processes; (ds/dV)Au is the Ruther-
ford cross section between the projectile and the gold nu
deposited in the target;f e f f is the experimental setup effi
ciency for a given scattering angle and excitation energy
NAu /N is the relative thickness between the gold layer d
posited in the target and the target itself. In order to obt
the absolute cross section this ratio should be experimen
obtained. In the case of the10B target, once the relative
thickness does not change during the data acquisition,
ratio was obtained by a measurement of the elastic scatte
at Elab512 MeV. This energy is well below the Coulom
barrier for this system and the absolute cross section is
sentially Rutherford. Due to the carbon buildup the relat
thickness changes with time in the case of12C target. In this
case, the relative thickness was obtained from a meas
ment of the elastic scattering at a very small angle for e
energy and from a comparison to optical model predictio
@29#. This measurement was also used to monitor the car
buildup in the target. The final cross section error bars
composed by the counting statistics and by the experime
uncertainties, such as target thickness, normalization effe
and experimental efficiency and correspond to about 3–
of the experimental value. In Fig. 4 we show, for the16O
110B system, a sample of excitation functions for the12C
114N exit channel at different fragment excitation energie
It is possible to notice the presence of strong fluctuatio
both in the small and large energy step excitation functio
Figure 5 shows excitation functions for different reacti
channels and fragments excitation energies for the19F112C
system where strong fluctuations are also observed. Th
fluctuations will be discussed in detail in the following se
tion. The continuous lines in Figs. 4 and 5 correspond to
average cross section and will also be discussed in the
lowing section.

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental normalized energy autocorrelation fu
tion ~NEAF! for a given excitation function was obtaine
from

CN~«,u!5C~«,u!/C~0,u!, ~2!

with

C~«,u!5 K S s~E,u!

^s~E,u!&
21D S s~E1«,u!

^s~E1«,u!&
21D L . ~3!

In the expression aboves(E,u) is the differential cross
section measured at a center-of-mass energyE and center-of-
mass angleu. « is the energy increment and the bracke
denote energy averages. The energy averaged cross se
^s(E,u)& has been calculated using a polynomial fit. T
choice of the polynomial degree should isolate the structu
of interest and has been investigated carefully@30#. The de-
cay widths could be obtained directly from the NEAF wh
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A. A. P. SUAIDE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014607 ~2002!
CN(«,u) reaches the value of 0.5. Figures 6–9 show typi
NEAF obtained for both measured systems. Solid lines
predictions based on the POMLM and they will be discus
later. The experimental error bars include the contributio
due to the statistical counting and the finite range of d
~FRD! @30#. This latter error, as can been seen in the figur
manifests itself also through wide oscillations for large v
ues of«. Typical error bars in the NEAF are about 5–10 %
the experimental value.

A. Comparison of the data with POMLM

The POMLM is being used to explain the low-dens
quasimolecular overlapped levels that can generate st
fluctuations in the cross section observed on DIC for hea
systems.

The basic point of this model is the polar expansion of
Smatrix that connects the initial statea and the final stateb
@27,31–33#. During this expansion, the effect of the cohere
rotation of the intermediate state is also taken into accoun
reproduce the experimental data@25,32,34,35#. The polar ex-
pansion is done by considering an overlap of many interm
diate states with energy:

Em~J!5Em
0 1

\2

2 I
J~J11!1 i

G

2
, ~4!

FIG. 4. Typical excitation functions for the16O110B system
corresponding to the12C114N decay channel for different detectio
angles and excitation energies and the small~left! and large~right!
step measurements. The lines show the averaged cross section
to obtain the NEAF.
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FIG. 5. Typical excitation functions for the19F112C system
relative to the12C119F ~left! and the15 N116O ~right! decay chan-
nels for different detection angles and excitation energies. The l
show the averaged cross section used to obtain the NEAF.

FIG. 6. NEAF for the large step elastic scattering of16O110B
system for different detection angles. The lines show simulati
based on POMLM theory with the parameters in Table II.
7-4
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whereI is the moment of inertia of the intermediate syste
andG is the mean value of the level width.Em

0 is the part of
the resonant energy that is not connected to the rotati
degree of freedom. In this work a sum over a large num
of levels is performed. In this case, the resulting cross sec
for a given energy and angle can be written as

s~E,u!5
A

sinu (
J,J8,m

~2J11!~2J811!

3@W~J!W~J8!#1/2ei [f(J)2f(J8)]

3
PJ~u!PJ8~u!uba,mu2

@E2Em~J!#@E2Em* ~J8!#
, ~5!

where

uba,mu25uga,mu2ugm,bu2, ~6!

PJ is the Legendre polynomial of orderJ, andW(J) is the
effective transmition coefficient modeled by a Gaussian c
tered atJ and a standard deviation ofD/A2. f(J)5F( J̄)
3(J2 J̄) is the nonresonant phase shift associated with
scattering amplitude. In this case,F(J) is the deflection
angle corresponding to the angular momentumJ. It can be

FIG. 7. NEAF for the small step elastic scattering of16O110B
system for different detection angles. The lines show simulati
based on POMLM theory with the parameters in Table II.
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observed that Eq.~5! is a coherent sum of different angula
momenta. The degree of coherence is connected to the
g5G/\v, wherev is the average angular velocity of th
intermediate system. A detailed derivation of expression~5!
can be obtained in Ref.@27#.

In this work, expression~5! is evaluated by means of
Monte Carlo procedure. In this case, the NEAF can be
tained directly from the simulation in the same way as it
done for the experimental data. The partial amplitudesuga,mu
are random numbers generated according to a Gaussian
tribution with zero average. The energy levelsEm(J) are
obtained through a sequence of levels spaced byDm,m11,
which are calculated under the assumption that the Ha
tonian random matrix elements are described by the Ga
ian orthogonal ensemble statistics@36#.

One important advantage of this method is the fact t
we can compare theoretical results with experimental o
taking into account the distortions produced by the FRD
rors. Another important point to consider in this method
the fact that avoiding simplifications necessary to perfo
analytical calculations makes more evident the spontane
spread of the wave packet describing the coherent rotatio
the intermediate system. This spontaneous spread of
wave packet becomes prominent in a time intervaldt( f m)
;(\c/4p\vD2) J̄, whereJ̄, v, andD represent the averag

s

FIG. 8. NEAF for the 16O110B system corresponding to th
12C114N decay channel for different detection angles and exc
tion energies. Results for the small~left! and large~right! step mea-
surements are shown. The lines show simulations based
POMLM theory with the parameters in Table II.
7-5
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value of the total angular momentum, the average ang
velocity and the initial dispersion of the wave packet. Th
effect becomes important in the case of a long lived interm
diate state when compared to its rotation time.

In Table II the POMLM parameters used to describe
experimental NEAF are shown. The procedure to find
better parameters is a little bit complex and involves a lot
steps. In order to minimize the number of free parame
some estimations were made. Because we are interest
describe binary processes where the mass assymetry o
fragments is small, the average angular momentum invol
in these processes should be close to the critical one. In o
to estimate the average angular momentum and its stan
deviation, we used a simple compound-nucleus decay m
@37# that calculates the cross section as a function of
relative angular momentum of the final fragments assum
a compound-nucleus decay. From the same distribution
possible to estimate the angular momentum spreadD. These
parameters were kept fixed during the fit procedure and t
uncertainties were estimated by varying model parame
~level density parameters, critical angular momentum,
shape of the compound nucleus! inside the systematics fo
compound nuclei in this mass region.

The phase shiftF was initially set as the same as th
grazing angle for the systems studied in this work and
elastic scattering angular distributions atuc.m.,90° were

FIG. 9. NEAF for the 19F112C system corresponding to th
12C119F ~left! and the15N116O ~right! decay channels in differen
detection angles and excitation energies. The lines show simula
based on POMLM theory with the parameters in Table II.
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used to perform a better estimation of this. In this angu
region, the elastic scattering is strongly dominated by a v
fast process and, in this case, the parameters that contr
most to the shape of the angular distribution are the ph
shift andg. In this case,g should be very large to describ
the very fast falloff of the cross section in this angular r
gion. Once this parameter is obtained it was kept const
The fit of the angular distributions is described latter in th
paper.

The angular velocityv was initially set supposing a
highly deformed intermediate system~like barbells! with an-
gular momentumJ̄. This shape can be used to describe
quasimolecular intermediate system where the overlap
tween target and projectile is small but the system rema
bound long enough to exchange mass. This shape can al
used to describe a highly deformed compound nucleus
prefers to decay via a fission mechanism. For the16O110B
system this parameter is set free to fit the elastic scatte
NEAF for the large energy step. For the19F112C system this
parameter is kept constant because there is no measure
with large energy steps and, in that case, the NEAF is
sensitive enough to this parameter. The average level w
G is also set free during the fit procedure but it is constrain
to only one value for each decay channel. In Fig. 6 we sh
the elastic scattering NEAF for the16O110B system for the
large energy step measurements. The solid lines are fits u
POMLM predictions with the parameters of Table II. Th
good agreement between the data and the prediction is
ticeable. In the case ofuc.m.5120° there is a bump at«
52 MeV in the experimental NEAF as well in POMLM
prediction, which can be related to the coherent rotation
the intermediate system. However, because this structu
not well defined in the other NEAF and fluctuations due
FRD are significant at these values of«, it is not possible to
make a strong argument about it. Figure 10 shows sim
tions computed for different values of\v andG. Solid lines
represent calculations obtained from the fit of the experim
tal NEAF, while dotted and dashed lines show calculatio
where one of the parameters (\v andG) is changed by 20%.
These simulations were used to estimate the uncertaintie
these parameters.

Figures 7–9 show the experimental NEAF for both sy
tems and for the small energy steps. The solid lines co
spond to POMLM calculations where the only free para

ns

TABLE II. Parameters used to perform POMLM calculation
(* ) corresponds to large energy step measurements and (** ) cor-
responds to small energy step measurements.

Reaction G ~keV! \v ~keV! F D J̄(\)
620% 620% 610% 610% 62

10B(16O,16O)10B (* ) 420.0 2200 22.0 4.0 14
10B(16O,12C)14N (* ) 250.0 2200 22.0 4.0 14
10B(16O,16O)10B (** ) 25.0 2200 22.0 4.0 14
10B(16O,12C)14N (** ) 25.0 2200 22.0 4.0 14
12C(19F,19F)12C 45.0 2080 31.0 3.0 16
12C(19F,16O)15N 45.0 2080 31.0 3.0 16
7-6
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eter isG. In some cases strong oscillations at large« can be
observed. These oscillations are mostly due to the fi
range of data.

Figure 11 shows the experimental decay widthG of the
elastic scattering channel for the16O110B system for the
small and large energy step measurements. The solid
are calculations using POMLM and there is a good agr
ment between the data and the model. In the case of the
step measurement, the model describes very well the ang
dependence of the experimental width. However, this dep
dence does not mean different time scales, as the real d
width does not depend on the scattering angle. It comes f
the fact that the decay time (\/G) is close to the rotation
time (2p/v), which creates an interference on the NEA
giving the impression of an angular dependence of the t
scale. This angular dependence is not present in the ca
the small energy step measurement where the measure
cay time is much smaller than the rotation time.

Figure 12 shows the experimental decay widthG of the
inelastic decay channel12C114N for the system16O110B
for the small and large energy step measurements. The
lines refer to calculations using POMLM. In both cases th
is no evident dependence of the decay width with the s

FIG. 10. NEAF simulated for the large step elastic scattering
16O110B system for different detection angles. Solid lines repres
the calculation obtained from the fit of experimental NEAF wh
dotted lines show calculations where\v is reduced by 20% and
dashed lines show calculations whereG is reduced by 20%. Thes
simulations were used to estimate the uncertainties on the fit pa
eters.
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tering angle and excitation energy, even for the large s
measurement. In the latter case, the time scale involve
slower than that observed in the elastic scattering and
interference with the rotation time is minimized. This larg
time scale can be explained if we imagine that the interm
diate system needs to remain bound a little bit longer
allow some mass exchange. In the case of the small en
step, the time scales observed in the elastic scattering an
this inelastic channel are almost the same. This behavior
be related to a completely thermalized system, like a co
pound nucleus, and the decay channel does not affect
time scale. This behavior will be discussed in detail later
this paper. In Fig. 13, the experimental decay widthG ob-
tained for the19F112C system for different decay channe
and excitation energies is shown.

From the results above it is clear that the binary dec
channels for these systems have contributions of two dif
ent mechanisms. One of the mechanisms is very fast, w
lifetime comparable to the rotation time of the intermedia
system while the other mechanism is a very slow proc
where the intermediate state remains bound for a time l
enough to attain a complete thermalization. These two p
cess compete with each other and it is important to determ
their relative yields.

Because of the small and large step measurements fo
16O110B system it is possible to estimate the ratio betwe
cross section of the slow and fast processes. It can be d
by considering the EAF amplitude with the same energy

f
t

m-

FIG. 11. Elastic scattering widths obtained from the NEAF a
function of the scattering angle for the16O110B system both for the
small ~upper! and large~bottom! energy step measurements. Th
lines correspond to predictions from the POMLM theory.
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eraged cross section̂s(E,u)& for both measurements. Th
EAF amplitude is given by@38#

C~0,u!5
1

Ne f f
F12S sgross

^s& D 2G , ~7!

whereNe f f is the effective number of microscopic channe
in the exit channel.sgross is the gross structure cross secti
and^s& is the averaged total cross section. If the total cr
section is composed by the sum of the gross and fluctua
cross sections and these processes are incoherent, Eq~7!
becomes

C~0,u!5
1

Ne f f

^s f luctuation&
2

^s&2
. ~8!

As the target used to perform the large step measurem
is thick enough to wash out the fluctuations due to the s
process, it is possible to write, after some algebraic man
lation, the ratio between the slow and fast cross sections

R5
^sslow&

^s f ast&
5ACs1 f~0,u!

Cf~0,u!
21, ~9!

whereCs1 f(0,u) and Cf(0,u) are the EAF amplitudes ob
tained from the small and large step measurements. Fi

FIG. 12. Experimental widths obtained from the NEAF for t
16O110B system as a function of the fragment excitation ene
and angle for the12C114N decay channel and for the small~upper!
and large~bottom! energy step measurements. The lines corresp
to predictions from the POMLM theory.
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14 shows this ratio for the elastic scattering and12C114N
decay channels. The continuous line in Fig. 14~a! is a theo-
retical prediction based on POMLM, normalized to the da
It is clear that the slow process becomes more importan
the scattering angle increases. For the12C114N decay chan-
nel no angular dependence is observed but the slow pro
dominates the fast one as the fragment excitation energy
creases.

In order to double check the set of parameters used
perform the calculations with the POMLM~see Table II!, the
predictions for the elastic scattering angular distributio
were compared to the experimental data. Because of the
that the range of the angular distributions measured in
work is very limited we used data extracted from the lite
ture @4#. Figure 15 shows the elastic scattering angular d
tribution for the 16O110B system. The lines show th
POMLM predictions. Only the decay width (G) was changed
in the calculations to reproduce the behavior due to the sh
elastic contribution, and the slow and fast processes m
sured in this work. The only parameter fitted to the data w
the amplitude of the predictions. The angular distribution
the region between 100° and 160° is well reproduced
adding fast and slow processes with the relative weighR
determined in Fig. 14~a!.

y

d

FIG. 13. Experimental widths obtained from NEAF for th
19F112C system for the elastic scattering as a function of the s
tering angle~upper!. The middle and bottom figures show expe
mental widths for the12C119F and 15N116O decay channels as
function of the fragments’ excitation energies. The lines show p
dictions from the POMLM theory.
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B. Compound-nucleus predictions

To determine the nature of the widths obtained in
preceding section, we have performed calculations for
total level widths based on compound-nuclei~CN! decay.
The relation used for the calculation of the mean level wi
GCN(J) at a given angular momentumJ is

GCN~J!5Gproton~J!1Gneutron~J!1Ga~J!1G f ission~J!.
~10!

The partial widths for proton, neutron, anda were calculated
by @39#

G~JCN!5
1

2prCN~ECN* ,JCN!
(
l 50

` E
0

`

denTl~en!

3 (
s5uJCN2 l u

JCN1 l

(
j n5us2 i nu

s1 i n

rn~En* , j n! ~11!

where ECN* and JCN are the compound-nucleus excitatio
energy and angular momentum.En* , j n , and i n are the re-
sidual excitation energy, angular momentum, and spin.en is
the fragments’ relative kinetic energy.rCN and rn are the
level densities for the compound and residual nucleus,
spectively. The fission partial width was computed using
transition state model formalism, and it is given by the s
over all fission partial widths. These widths can be calcula
by an equation similar to Eq.~11!, where the residual leve
density is substituted by the system’s level density at

FIG. 14. ~a! Ratio between the slow and fast process cross s
tions for the16O110B system for the elastic scattering as a functi
of the scattering angle.~b! The same for the12C114N decay chan-
nel for different angles.
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e

saddle point. The transmission coefficients were calcula
using a Fermi distribution where the maximum angular m
mentum for each decay was fixed toJCN . The changes of
this limit to JCN/2 or JCN/3 did not cause significant change
to the results. The transmission coefficient’s diffusivenes
were taken as 5% ofJCN . The integration over the kinetic
energy was performed in steps of 0.1 MeV. Since we
interested in calculating the total width at high excitati
energies~about 15 MeV!, no discrete levels were incorpo
rated in this calculation.

The level densities are calculated using an angular m
mentum dependent Fermi gas expression of the form@40#

r~u,J!5
2J11

12
AaS \2

2 I
D 3/2

3

expS 2AaFu2
\2

2 I
J~J11!G D

Fu2
\2

2 I
J~J11!G2 , ~12!

wherea is the level density parameter andI is the moment
of inertia of the rotating system.

The parameters that influence the width calculations
most are the level density parametera and the moment of
inertiaI. Since we are interested in binary processes and
partial waves contributing to these processes are located
the critical value, we assume that a highly deform
compound-nucleus shape is formed and the moment of i
tia is written asI5mr 0

2(A1
1/31A2

1/3)2 ~barbells!, wherem is

c-

FIG. 15. Elastic scattering angular distribution for the16O
110B system. The triangles show the data obtained in this work
the circles represent data extracted from Ref.@4#. The dotted, dot-
dashed, and dashed lines represent the POMLM model predic
with G516 MeV, G5420 keV, andG525 keV. The solid line is
the total cross section obtained from the incoherent sum of
different predictions.
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FIG. 16. ~a! and ~b! are the averaged slow
process width as a function of the angular m
mentum for both measured systems. The so
lines show predictions from Eqs.~10! and ~11!.
Dashed lines correspond to predictions from E
~13!. ~c! Experimentally averaged values inside
systematics obtained from Refs.@42–44#. The
dashed line is the empirical calculation from E
~13!.
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the reduced mass. The level density parametera was taken
from a systematics for light nuclei,a5A/6.

Another way to calculate the compound-nucleus width
through the use of a semiempirical formula@41#. In this case,
the compound-nucleus width is given by

GCN~J!514 expS 24.69AACN

ECN* e fD MeV, ~13!

where ECN* e f5ECN* 2(\2/2 I)JCN(JCN11) is the intrinsic
compound-nucleus excitation energy.

Figures 16~a!,~b! show the averaged slow process expe
mental width as a function of angular momentum. The an
lar momentum value was calculated from compound nucl
decay predictions for the reaction channels studied in
work. The vertical error bar indicates the mean data de
tion and the horizontal error bar indicates the angular m
mentum window. The solid and dashed lines represent
theoretical calculation from Eqs.~10! and~11! and empirical
calculation from Eq.~13!. Figure 16~c! shows the experi-
mental average values inside a systematics obtained
Refs.@42–44#. The dashed line, in this case, is the empiric
calculation from Eq.~13!. It is possible to see a good agre
ment between the experimental values and compound-nu
predictions in both cases. These results suggest that the
process is consistent with the compound-nucleus forma
and binary decay, i.e., a fusion-fission process.

Another point to be considered is the relation between
time scales obtained in this work and the intermediate sys
rotation time. The last one can be calculated considering
moment of inertia and angular momentum calculated abo
Figure 17 shows the ratio between the experimental t
scales and the rotation time for the12C114N decay channe
of the 16O110B system for the small and large energy st
measurements. The solid and dashed lines represent the
ical calculations from Eqs.~10! and ~11! and empirical cal-
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culation from Eq.~13!, respectively. The presence of tw
different processes is clear. In one of them, the system
vives for a long time when compared to the rotation time a
this suggests a compound-nucleus decay. In the other
cess, one has a survival time comparable to the intermed
system rotation time. This suggests the presence of an o
ing mechanism for which the intermediate system does
live a period long enough to equilibrate.

FIG. 17. Ratio between the time scales and the intermed
system rotation time for the12C114N decay channel of the16O
110B system for the slow~upper! and fast~bottom! processes. The
solid line is related to predictions from Eqs.~10! and ~11!. The
dashed line represents predictions from Eq.~13!.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Fluctuations in the excitation functions of elastic scatt
ing and dissipative binary collisions for the systems16O
110B and 19F112C at Ec.m.;20 MeV with energy steps o
about 25 keV and 200 keV~the latter one only for the system
16O110B) have been analyzed. The presence of a very s
process with decay widthG;30 keV is evident in both sys
tems. For the system16O110B it is also evident the presenc
of a faster process, with time scale comparable to the re
lution time of the intermediate state, which is associated
an orbiting process.

The normalized experimental energy autocorrelation fu
tions ~NEAF! for both systems were studied in the fram
work of POMLM. In this analysis it is possible to obtai
enough information to characterize the macroscopic inter
diate system formed during the reaction, such as ave
angular momentum, angular velocity, and lifetime. These
sults suggest that a highly deformed intermediate system
formed and this is in agreement with both the formation o
quasimolecular intermediate state where the system is bo
for some time and the formation and decay of a deform
compound nucleus where the lifetime is long enough to
low a complete thermalization of the intermediate system

For the system16O110B where the presence of two pro
cesses with different time scales is evident it was possibl
estimate the relative contribution of each one in the to
binary decay yield. In the case of the elastic scattering i
evident that the slow process becomes more important a
scattering angle increases. This behavior can be easily
plained in terms of POMLM simulations when we compa
the angular distributions for both time scales. For the ine
tic channel it is also important to notice that the slow proc
becomes more important as the excitation energy of the f
ments increases.

In order to understand the nature of these processes, d
width predictions based on the formation and binary deca
a compound nucleus were made and compared to the
The results strongly suggest that the slow process obse
G

.

S.
d
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G
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in both systems can be related to the fusion-fission mec
nism where the compound nucleus, because of the high
citation energy and angular momentum, deforms itself a
decays through almost symmetric binary channels.

The fast process observed in the16O110B system can be
be related to the formation of an intermediate quasimolec
system with time scale comparable to its revolution tim
This time scale permits some mass exchange but it is
long enough for a complete thermalization and formation
a compound-nucleus-like system. In the case of the ela
scattering channel, it was also noticed the presence o
structure in the NEAF at«52 MeV that can be related to
the observation of the coherent rotation of the dinuclear s
tem but no strong argument can be made in this case bec
of the presence of strong oscillations in the NEAF at large«
due to the finite data range of our measurement.

It is interesting to mention that we have also perform
complementary measurements of time scales for the seq
tial decay of compound nuclei through the utilization of
technique based on the analysis of particle-particle corr
tions at small relative momenta@45#. In this case, the time
scales are related to the sequential decay of the compo
nuclei. Even knowing that both techniques concentrate
different stages of the intermediate system decay, it is p
sible to compare both methods by choosing the systems t
studied in such a way that, for some decay channels,
second decay step of the compound system is the same a
intermediate states studied in this work. In this case, the
sults obtained are consistent, suggesting that after the
emission, the daughter system is allowed to reequilibrate
fore the following decay. A detailed comparison between
results obtained by both methods will be presented e
where.
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